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Abstract— A rapidly growing amount of content posted on-
line inherently holds knowledge about concepts of interest,
i.e. driver actions. We leverage methods at the intersection of
vision and language to surpass costly annotation and present
the first automated framework for anticipating driver intention
by learning from recorded driving exam conversations. We
query YouTube and collect a dataset of posted mock road tests
comprising student-teacher dialogs and video data, which we
use for learning to foresee the next maneuver without any
additional supervision. However, instructional conversations
give us very loose labels, while casual chat results in a high
amount of noise. To mitigate this effect, we propose a technique
for automatic detection of smalltalk based on the likelihood of
spoken words being present in everyday dialogs. While visually
recognizing driver’s intention by learning from natural dialogs
only is a challenging task, learning from less but better data via
our smalltalk refinement consistently improves performance.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

For most driver observation frameworks, manually
annotated datasets are regarded as the default starting point
for training models [1]–[16]. While most road fatalities are
caused by inappropriate vehicle maneuvers due to by human
error [17], visual systems for detecting such events are often
restricted to either a static sensor setup [1] or detecting a
single maneuver type [11]. Applications of such methods
at a large-scale are mostly hindered through expensive data
collection requiring accurate temporal localization of the
events. Can we skip expensive domain specific annotations?

The intersection of vision and language allows us to
leverage weak annotations inherently present in social media,
as multimodal posts hold an enormous amount of information
about concepts of our daily life. One example of such content
are mock driving exams often publicized on YouTube by
driving schools in order to give advice to a wider audience.
Such tests build on active student-teacher interaction, where
the instructor gives verbal directions about the next action
to take (Figure 1). A driving exam usually starts with casual
talk and the teacher explaining the procedure, followed by the
driving session, where the student verbally directed about the
next action (e.g. turn right at the traffic lights) and concluded
by further everyday conversation and feedback.

We view conversations happening during driving sessions
as an unprecedented opportunity for connecting speech to
changes in human action and present the first framework
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Fig. 1: Example of a possible driving exam dialog. The
teacher verbally directs the student driver, triggering an
imminent behavioral reaction, such as glimpses to the left.
We leverage such conversations to learn common visual
cues preceding the maneuver. To mitigate adverse effects
of unrelated casual talk, we propose a technique for rating
segment relevance based on the likelihood of spoken words
being present in an everyday dialog compared to our setting.

for anticipating driver intent without a single manually
labeled example. We collect a multimodal dataset of mock
driving exams by querying YouTube and subsequently use
conversation transcripts to learn charachteristic visual cues
preceding certain maneuvers. While large portion of such
recordings comprise the teacher giving concise directions,
a challenge arises from the unrestricted nature of such
dialogs, as casual talk is also common. To mitigate adverse
effects of such segments without additional annotations, we
propose a technique to detect such smalltalk by relating the
likelihood of words spoken during driving conversation to
their frequency in everyday speech, obtained from a movie
dialogue corpus [18]. We empirically analyze the dialogs
and use frequency and domain-distinctiveness of used terms



to derive seven maneuvers which we aim to predict by
learning from ten second videos immediately following the
request. As our visual model, we adopt multiple video
classification architectures, which we train using ten sec-
ond videos immediately following the request. While our
experiments reveal that visually recognizing human intent
through dialog supervision is a challenging task, all evaluated
models surpass the random baseline by a large margin,
while learning from less but better data with our smalltalk
refinement consistently leads to a better recognition rate.

Context of previous work. While recent works use social
media content as weak labels [19]–[23], our dataset offers
a distinct setting where a dialog between two people has
an imminent effect on future actions. Besides, we are the
first to use weak dialog supervision without any manual
annotations for driver maneuver prediction, resulting in our
setting being less restrictive than previous work bound by
the cost of manual annotation, although our examples are
noisier. For example, [1], [24], [25] predict lane changes and
turns, but consider a fixed camera view, while others focus
on a single maneuver or use a simulated environment [11],
[26]. Due to the free nature of web content, our dataset
covers diverse views, people (almost all recordings have
different drivers) and situations.While we focus on seven
common events in our evaluation, new maneuvers can be
added by issuing suitable dialog queries. While multiple
important works target a related problem of maneuver predic-
tion through vehicle signals (e.g. steering wheel angle) or a
road camera view [13], [27] this is out-of-scope of this work,
as we address vehicle maneuver prediction based on driver
observation [1], [11], [11], [24]–[26], although extension of
our framework with cameras facing the road is a potential
future direction. While few recent driver observation works
go beyond fully annotated training data e.g. considering
the possibility of unknown behaviours occuring at test-
time [28], [29], zero-shot learning [30] or domain shifts [31],
[32], previous research does not consider dialog-guided
visual recognition inside the car. The works most similar
to ours are the ones emerging from the recent Talk2Car
benchmark [33]–[35], which extends an autonomous driving
dataset with language annotations “commanding the vehi-
cle”. While Deruyttere et al. [33] also consider linking
human language to driving behaviour, they target the outside
view while we focus on learning driver-related visual cues
captured inside the vehicle and use the naturally occuring
driving exam dialogs as supervision, while [33] leverage
Amazon Mechanical Turk to label the recordings with textual
commands. Recently, Nagrani et al. [36] pursued the idea of
learning to predict future human action from natural dialogs
obtained from movie screenplays, which is a very similar
direction, although we target driving situations and learn
from exam conversations.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
exploring two areas: 1) “webly”1-supervised learning for

1“Webly”-supervised learning: weakly supervised learning, where the data
and loose annotations are automatically collected by crawling the Web [37].

driver observation and 2) studying verbal teacher-student
conversations during driving exams, which is not only a
valuable supervision signal for training models (as done
in our work), but could be used in the future to research
the psychology of such road test conversations. Besides the
applications inside the vehicle, our dataset of driving exam
dialogs represents an interesting new avenue for research
of speech and multimodality. Our environment is unique as
the student-instructor dialogs trigger an immediate visual
response, therefore, opening an excellent opportunity for
connecting vision and language to actions.

II. LEARNING FROM DRIVING EXAM DIALOGS

A. Web Mining Mock Driving Exams

We aim to unveil the task of visually foreseeing future
human actions by learning from naturally occurring dialogs
and issue YouTube queries with terms such as “mock driving
exam” or “road test” to collect the data. The only restriction
we made is bypassing videos where the YouTube preview
shot indicates that they obviously do not focus on humans,
as we aim to study human behavior-only.

Our data covers both: 1) transcripts of conversations
between the driver student and the examiner and 2)
visual recordings inside the vehicle cabin.In 98 cases the
transcripts were available through the YouTube API, while
for the remaining recordings we used the autosub 2 library
for automatic speech recognition. Although 120 sessions
were initially collected, 14 were omitted as our smalltalk
detection technique (described in Section II-B) indicated
that they did not contain any relevant conversations (e.g. the
teacher giving the student tips without any actual driving).
The examples cover the driver and, in certain cases the
driving instructor and have a variety of views due to the
unrestricted nature of videos posted online. Since our
main focus is the driver, we manually crop videos to the
driver-view-only, which in the future could also be done
automatically through e.g. a person detection model.

B. Detecting Smalltalk

Everyday conversations, such as exchanging pleasantries
and giving feedback are common at the beginning and end
of a driving exam. Such casual dialog, which may also occur
in the middle, introduces additional noise and is presumably
unfavourable for both, constructing a fair evaluation set and
training the model [38]. While the structure of smalltalk
is different from the driving conversations, they still may
contain keywords of maneuvers we may want to recognize
therefore adversely affecting the model. For example, if we
want to recognize drivers searching for a parking spot, the
feedback line “I felt a bit iffy about that occasion I asked you
to park”, which contains the word park is not helpful, as
visuals do not match the mentioned action.

To meet this challenge without additional annotations, we
propose a simple yet effective pre-processing technique for
detecting smalltalk. Conceptually, our method comprises two

2github.com/agermanidis/autosub
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Fig. 2: What are people talking about dur-
ing driving exams? Domain-salient dialogs
visualized, word size highlights term oc-
curence frequency.
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Fig. 4: Proportion of domain-salient
words for different relative positions in
the exam; mean (blue points) and vari-
ance (yellow area).

steps: 1) computing domain-salient words i.e. terms which
are distinctive for driving dialog, and 2) determining domain-
salient dialog segments by estimating a score s?(m,d) for
every minute m of every dialog d based on the pace of
domain-salient words inside the segment and its neighbour
segments. The method is formalized in Algorithm 1 and is
now explained in more detail.

Algorithm 1 Detecting Smalltalk
Input: Wd,m – words spoken at minute m of a dialog d;
Vdrive – driving vocabulary; p(wi|drive) and p(wi|norm) –
line occurrence probabilities for driving and normal settings
(computed beforehand for all wi ∈Vdrive); parameters α (salient
word threshold); r (window range); ε (for num. stability) and
V ?

drive := /0.
Output: region-saliency scores s? for each exam minute
// Compute domain-salient word set V ?

drive
1: for all wi ∈Vdrive do
2: f (wi) := p(wi|drive) · log

(
p(wi|drive)

p(wi|norm)+ε

)
3: if f (wi)< α then V ?

drive :=V ?
drive∪{wi}

4: end if
5: end for

// Compute domain-salient dialog regions
6: for all minutes m in all exam dialogs d do

s(m,d) := |Wd,m∩V ?
drive|

|Wd,m|
7: end for

// Connect the neighboring regions via sliding window
8: for all minutes m in all exam dialogs d do

s?(m,d) :=
m+r
∑

i=m−r
s(m,d) · 1

2r+1

9: end for

Preprocessing and word occurrence probabilities. First,
we set all words to lower case, remove common English
stop words and compute the vocabulary Vdrive of all words
that appear in the exam conversations (|Vdrive| = 9492).
In a similar fashion, we set up Vnorm with words spoken
in movie conversations obtained from 5K lines randomly
sampled from a movie dialog corpus [18] as our reference for
everyday speech. We therefore explicitly distinguish between
the normal and the driving dialog corpora. For each word
wi ∈ Vdrive we compute p(wi|norm) and p(wi|drive), which
are probability estimates of each word being present in
a normal dialog sentence or driving corpora. To achieve
this, we treat dialog lines as documents and compute the
document-term matrix to model such probabilities.

Computing the domain-saliency score of words. Next, we
aim to quantify the domain-saliency of a word, i.e. , how
specific a certain term is to our driving domain. When de-
signing such metric, we aim for words which (1) are common
in driving conversations and (2) are specific to this context.
In information retrieval systems, these requirements are often
met by the Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency
(tf–idf) technique [39], [40] which quantifies how important
a word is to a document in a collection of documents by
weighting its frequency in a document by inverse document
frequency of the word across a set of documents. We cannot
use tf-idf as-is due to a slightly different setting (we want
to detect domain-relevant lines and therefore compute word
occurrences in a dialog line, treating lines as documents,
while having two distinct corpora). Inspired by tf-idf we
derive a very similar metric to obtain the domain-saliency
of a word in our setting. We compute the domain-saliency
score f (wi) as the likelihood of wi occurring in a driving
conversation sentence weighted by the logarithm of ratio by
which the probability estimates increases if the conversation
has driving context:

f (wi) = p(wi|drive)︸ ︷︷ ︸
How likely during driving?

· log
(

p(wi|drive)
p(wi|norm)+ ε

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
How specific to driving?

, (1)

where ε is an arbitrary small constant added for numerical
stability. Note, that p(wi|drive) is the precomputed proba-
bility estimate of the word being present in a driving dialog
sentence and p(wi|drive)

p(wi|norm) signals the significance of the word in
the driving domain, as it depicts by how much the occurrence
probability increases if the conversation happened during
driving. An additional logarithm transformation is used to
“soften” the effect of the probability estimates increase term
p(wi|drive)
p(wi|norm) as it otherwise would become very high for words
which have never been observed in the normal corpus.

We then refer to a word as domain-salient if its relevance
score surpasses a threshold α (set to 0.002 producing ∼
150 domain-salient words). Examples of such terms are
roundabout and exit, which occur in driving conversations
51 and 43 times more often.

Identifying smalltalk segments We choose one minute
as the temporal resolution for the smalltalk detection, and



then we rate these one minute segments as the proportion
of the used domain-salient words. Then, we connect the
neighbouring regions via sliding window smoothing (window
range r = 5). We view a segment as smalltalk, if s?(m,d)<
0.05, i.e. the portion of domain salient words is less than 5%
(after the region smoothing).

In Figure 5, we illustrate an example of the detected
smalltalk regions for one session, in relation to the speech
pace and the percentage of domain-salient words.

C. Dialog Analysis and Split Statistics

Using driver exam conversations as weak annotations
allows us to query the specific maneuver type. For example,
if we want to recognize searching for a parking spot or
exiting the highway, we might look for terms such as park
or exit in the dialogs. While further events can be added on-
demand by issuing corresponding requests, we need to fix
a category set for the evaluation. To achieve this, we took
into consideration the terms with the highest domain-saliency
score, as well as, looked into studies of maneuver impact on
accident odds [41]. Finally, we inferred seven maneuvers:
stop, exit, park, turn right, turn left, straight and roundabout.

Our dataset is split into train, val, and test sets with a
6:2:2 ratio of exams. As we always desire clean test data,
val and test contain non-smalltalk dialog segments only. The
train dialogs cover both, train smalltalk and train refined,
which are regions that our approach marked as smalltalk or
non-smalltalk. As our training data, we compare two options:
all dialogs train refined∪ train smalltalk and domain-salient
train refined only. Sample statistics by category and split,
i.e. the number dialog lines containing the seven target
commands, is provided in Figure 3.

The collected 106 recordings last 62.6 min on average.
The mean speech pace of 71.9 words per minute (wpm) is
significantly higher for the detected smalltalk (96.7 wpm)
and lower for the instructional dialogs (29.6 wpm). Fre-
quently used terms are illustrated in Figure 2: driving-related
expressions (i.e. road, turn) overshadow the dialogs, while
certain casual terms accompanying friendly request-response
dialogs are also common (e.g. please, thanks). The average
proportion of domain-salient words spoken in a dialog line
(7.8% overall) is, unsurprisingly, higher for regions we
estimate to be relevant (18%) and lower for smalltalk (1.8%).
There is also a connection between the point in time and the
speech relevance (Figure 4).

D. Visual Model

We use 10 second videos right after the teacher’s request,
to learn visual cues preceding the specific maneuvers. For
our visual models, we implement three approaches based on
spatiotemporal CNNs, initially developed for activity recog-
nition: C3D [42], Inflated 3D ConvNet [43] and Pseudo3D
ResNet [44]. The model weights are initialized using the
Kinetics [43] dataset.

C3D C3D [42] is the first widely-used CNN leveraging
3D convolutions for action recognition. C3D consists of

8 convolutional layers (3×3×3 kernels) and 5 pooling layers
(2×2×2) followed by two fully-connected layers. Besides
being the first framework for generic spatiotemporal feature
extraction from videos, it is compact and efficient through
the small kernel sizes. It takes a 112×112 video snippet of
16 frames as input and produces a 4096-dimensional video
feature followed by a fully-connected layer.

Inflated 3D ConvNet Inflated 3D ConvNet (I3D) [43] builds
upon the Inception-v1 network by extending the 2D filters
with an additional temporal dimension. The complete I3D
network consists of 27 layers: three convolution layers at
the beginning and one fully-connected layer at the end, four
max-pooling layers at the beginning and one average pooling
layer preceding the last fully-connected and nine inception
modules which themselves are two layers deep. The input to
I3D are 64 frames at 224×224 resolution.

Pseudo 3D ResNet Apart from such 2D-to-3D inflation,
another way for reusing the available 2D CNNs on spatiotem-
poral video data is to first convolve them spatially (where
pre-trained 2D models can be used), and then convolve the
time dimension only. Following this paradigm, Pseudo 3D
ResNet (P3D) [44] “mimics” 3D convolutions by combining
a filter on the spatial domain (i.e. 3× 3× 1) with one in
the temporal dimension (i.e. 1×1×3). P3D ResNet lever-
ages residual connections due to improve the gradient flow,
allowing a remarkable depth of 152 layers. P3D operates on
64 frame snippets with 160×160 pixel resolution.

We train our networks end-to-end using stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) with momentum, employing early stopping
on the validation set with the maximum number of epochs
set to 200. All hyperparameters except for the learning rate
and batch size are set as in the original papers presenting
the models [42]–[44]. We use the batch size of 6 and we
leverage grid search on the validation set to estimate the
learning rate, dividing the current value by 10 in the range
from 0.1 to 0.0001 (each trial conducted once). The learning
rate is decreased by factor 0.2 after 50 and 100 epochs.
The estimated initial learning rates are 0.001 fpr C3D and
0.01 for both, Pseudo 3D ResNet and Inflated 3D ConvNet.
The models were trained on the Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080
Ti GPU with the training lasting ∼ 27 hours for Inflated
3D ConvNet, ∼ 17 hours for Pseudo 3D ResNet and ∼ 13
hours for C3D. As the classes are not equally represented
in our dataset, we balance the dataset during training by
oversampling underrepresented classes.

E. Experiments
We use balanced accuracy (mean accuracy over all classes)

as our main metric and, additionally, report the unbalanced
accuracy and the F1-score (harmonic mean of precision and
recall) for the individual classes. To determine, whether it
is better to learn from more but noisier data or from a
smaller amount of relevant data, we consider two training
settings: using complete training set dialogs or limiting them
to non-smalltalk regions (i.e. skipping around 35% of the
data where a maneuver term was present, but presumably in
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our smalltalk refinement. Learning
from less but better data through our
refinement leads to better results.

Model Type Smalltalk
refined

Top1 Acc
Bal. Unbal.

Random – 33.33 33.33

CNNs without training set refinement
C3D no 47.62 44.02
Pseudo 3D Resnet no 45.40 43.73
Inflated 3D Net no 50.17 55.43

CNNs with training set smalltalk deletion
C3D yes 51.92 54.89
Pseudo 3D Resnet yes 50.63 54.35
Inflated 3D Net yes 53.42 55.43

TABLE I: Recognition results for the three-
maneuver-setting (classes straight, exit and stop).

Model Type Smalltalk
refined

Top1 Acc Top3 Acc
Bal. Unbal. Bal. Unbal.

Random – 14.29 14.29 42.86 42.86

CNNs without training set relevance refinement
C3D no 28.15 23.11 61.38 61.19
Pseudo 3D Resnet no 22.43 20.32 56.87 56.93
Inflated 3D Net no 32.76 34.79 64.18 69.34

CNNs with smalltalk deletion in the training set
C3D yes 31.09 30.78 64.61 67.15
Pseudo 3D Resnet yes 31.68 33.21 61.8 67.64
Inflated 3D Net yes 36.05 39.66 65.64 70.56

TABLE II: Results for all seven maneuvers. Smalltalk refinement
improves while models and Inflated 3D Net performs the best.

a non-driving context). We therefore learn model parameters
on either train refined or train refined∪ train smalltalk (see
Section II-C), select checkpoints and hyperparameters on
val, and present final evaluation on test.

We report the results for a simpler setting with three
maneuvers in Table I, then move to a harder task with
seven distinct events in Table II and, finally, examine the
performance for individual classes in Figure 6. While the
Inflated 3D Net is a clear frontrunner (53.42% for three
and 36.05% for seven categories), learning from less but
better data through our smalltalk refinement improves the
recognition for all architectures. While it is evident that
learning visual cues of the intended maneuvers guided only
by exam dialogs is a hard task, all models outperform the
random baseline by a large margin.

Limitations While our work makes a step towards eco-
nomical training data collection for intelligent vehicles, we
acknowledge, that the recognition quality obtained with such
weakly supervised frameworks is far below models trained
on clean and labelled training data [1]. Both training and
test data is prompt to a large amount of noise even after the
smalltalk refinement step. Although our models consistently
outperform the random baseline, the recognition accuracy of
∼ 50% for three and ∼ 35% for seven distinct categories

indicate strong need for improvement before the framework
becomes a production-ready system. Instead, our approach
should be viewed as a complement to fully supervised
methods aimed at facilitating further research of econom-
ical data collection for driver observation. Combining our
“webly”-supervised approach with smaller but fully anno-
tated datasets [1] is an important future direction. Besides,
the query outcomes influencing the training data are impacted
by biases present, e.g. in the YouTube search algorithm [45].

III. CONCLUSION

We introduced the problem of weakly supervised driver
intention prediction from videos by learning from driving
exam conversations behind the steering wheel.To meet the
challenge of noisy smalltalk conversations, we introduced a
pre-processing technique for identifying and skipping such
regions. We showed through experiments featuring different
deep models, that such dialogs can be successfully used as
guides for learning to foresee human driving intent.
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